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Ep 48: Challenging the Jehovah's Witnesses
Posted: Thu, 29 Apr 2021
Lloyd Evans was an elder in the Jehovah's Witnesses, before he left the organisation in 2013. He
has since been campaigning to expose its workings to the public.
In this episode, Lloyd speaks to Emma Park about the JWs' history and key beliefs, including their
doctrine of refusing blood transfusions, and the practice of 'shunning' people who decide to
renounce their religion. He discusses the ways in which the organisation is structured so as to
facilitate the concealment of child abuse from external investigation.
Lloyd also argues that there is a pervasive deference to religion, both within the NHS and in British
society more generally, that prevents the harm that can be caused by organisations like the JWs
from being properly challenged.
Emma is then joined by the NSS's Megan Manson to reflect further on the JWs' influence over
NHS policy through their 'hospital liaison committees'. The JWs arguably illustrate the problems
with allowing 'the advancement of religion' to qualify an institution as a charity.
Watch this episode on YouTube | Direct MP3 Link | Transcripts
Follow Emma on Twitter: @DrEmmaPark
Notes
NHS trusts' cosy relationships with Jehovah's Witness leaders could have tragic
consequences
Religious fundamentalists can't be trusted with child protection
Frank Cranmer, 'Vicarious liability for rape: Barry Congregation of JWs'
The Lloyd Evans Channel – ex-JW on YouTube
Ian McEwan's The Children Act, reviewed by Emma Park
Support the podcast, share with a friend, and leave a positive review everywhere you can.
Lloyd Evans left the Jehovah's Witnesses in 2013. He has since been campaigning to expose its
workings to the public. In Ep 48 of the @NatSecSoc podcast, he speaks to @DrEmmaPark about
the harm the JWs can cause.
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We publish our podcast to enable exploration of subjects of interest to NSS members and
supporters. Guests' views may not always align with those of the NSS.
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Related Campaigns

Religious charities
Religious and non-religious charities do fantastic work. We challenge abuses of charity
status.
Read More

Clerical child abuse
We work to ensure that victims of institutional clerical child abuse have access to secular
justice.
Read More

Education and Schools
Join our campaign for an inclusive and secular education system.
Read More
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